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IMPORTANT INFO Portable Surface Anchors are not intended for use as a
weight bearing device. They may become dislodged from the intended
positioning in a vehicle or aircraft. In some cases, enough force may be

generated to cause separation from the ground. It is advised that
Portable Surface Anchors are not placed in areas of known instability

and are not used on sites where vehicles, aircraft, or mechanized
equipment have encountered a difficulty. It is strongly advised that a
competent person digs the hole prior to setting the Portable Surface
Anchor. This Portable Surface Anchor shall not be set on an incline or
decline without prior approval from a competent person. Avoid any

places where the Portable Surface Anchor can settle, caves, or cavities.
Inclines and declines within ten feet (10') of power lines shall be
avoided. In areas of uneven ground, the teeth should reach the

intended position by two to three times the depth of the wall between
two closely spaced pegs, with the teeth sunk by approximately 2 to 4
inches (5 to 10 cm). Do not set this Portable Surface Anchor in areas

where surface water can collect. It may cause settlement and the guy
line may become loose. Do not set this Portable Surface Anchor on top
of any pipelines or utilities without prior approval. Settling can occur

and the power generator may fail to function if the unit becomes
dislodged. Where the Portable Surface Anchor is set on water, tidal

waves, mud movements, or uneven swells, the unit may move and lose
contact with the ground. If the Portable Surface Anchor moves from the
set-point position, it should be corrected by putting the Portable Surface

Anchor back into the set-point position. Portable Surface Anchors are
not intended to be used as or to anchor a load. They have not been

tested as to withstand a load. All portable Surface Anchors should be
installed by a competent person. The use of a Portable Surface Anchor

without the use of an approved adaptor is prohibited. The use of a
Portable Surface Anchor without an adaptor is non-compliance with

regulations.
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demonstrated with the wintermute washing machine. this wash
machine test uses the $800 casper machine to qualify the condition and

effectiveness of the wintermute washing machine filters. it is used to
access and analyze the amount of resin that the washing machine has

collected. this site offers a free library of the casper program and
related publications. this web page is in the process of being updated to
include more information. information is being continually added to the

site. please check back to see recent additions. if you found any
problems with the site, or information that is incorrect, please e-mail the

webmaster. these are the localities that face constant development
such as casper; paradise valley, alcova and allendale are examples of

localities in casper. heavy oil sands mining is the major industry in
casper and surrounding communities like paradise valley, alcova,

casper, and allendale. many projects in these communities are done by
echelon mining inc. and chevron canada. the heavy oil production in

these localities has had a large impact on the air quality of casper. the
aggressive pipeline pumping for upgrader economics has had a large

impact on the quality of life in casper. casper's heavy oil production also
causes large emissions of fugitive dust, explosive venting, and other

emissions that can cause health effects. heavy oil sands mining (hosm)
is the major industry in casper and surrounding communities such as
paradise valley, alcova, casper, and allendale. many projects in these

communities are done by echelon mining inc. and chevron canada. the
heavy oil production in these localities has had a large impact on the air

quality of casper. it has caused significant emissions of fugitive dust,
explosive venting, and other emissions that can cause health effects.
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